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                      Desktop Monitor Mounts

                    

                    
                        Help minimize neck strain and encourage proper sitting positions by having your monitor(s) mounted on a stand.
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                      Workstations

                    

                    
                        Sit/stand workstations are an affordable way to create a standing workplace without having to replace your work desk. Change from sitting to standing in seconds!
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                      Wall and Ceiling Mounts

                    

                    
                        Give your room a sleek and modern look with a TV wall mount or ceiling projector mount. Achieve optimal viewing angles to reduce eye and neck strain.
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                      Medical Carts

                    

                    
                        Lightweight mobile medical workstation solutions for healthcare environments made specifically to enhance both nurses and patients experience.
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                      Accessories

                    

                    
                        PC mounts, folding travel laptop/tablet stands, anti-theft tablet VESA adapter clamps , and anti-fatigue portable standing mats are just a few of the accessories we offer.
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                      Mobile Carts

                    

                    
                        Our mobile carts are designed with safety and stability in mind so you can create a mobile media center, making it easier to move your equipment across classrooms, offices, or medical environments.
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                Heavy-Duty Dual-Monitor Gas Spring Monitor Arm With Handle [HYDRA2HANDLEBAR]



              

              

            

          
        

      

    

  








    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
       










 


 




  Sit/Stand Desktop Workstation
Amer Mounts’ EZUP2619 ultra-slim sit-stand desk converter features 6 height adjustments that fits most sized users. Simply squeeze the single handle to release and lock the lifting mechanism.
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                HYDRA Arctic



              

              
                Amer Mounts' HYDRA Arctic Edition monitor spring-assisted monitor arm features slim arms and outstanding flexibility. Premium aluminum monitor arm combines great look and smooth movement resulting in a better work experience.
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  Who is Amer?
Amer is a global distributor and manufacturer of networking, storage and security products. We have earned our reputation as a provider of dependable hardware backed by the most comprehensive support and appropriate customer warranties in today’s market since our start in 1997. Our reseller network has continued to grow, and through this success we are growing our innovative, value-laden product line into the SOHO/SME market. These products will continue to enhance efficiency and improve productivity everywhere that people connect. 

We also specialize in display mounting and medical cart equipment of which help not only consumers but companies achieve the best ergonomic work space. Whether it is a incorporating multi display for a better work flow or workstations for better posture, Amer Mounts ensures high end engineered products.

























  
  









    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
        
        
          





  








        
        

      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Questions? We Have Answers
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      Thank you! We will get back to you as soon as possible.


      

    

  









    

  
  

  


  



          

          
            
          
        
      
      

      
        
  
  
  
  
  
  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      










































  

    
  
    

      

      
        
          
        
        

        
          
            
          
            
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                

            

          

        
          
        

        
      
        
      

    

  


  







  Phone: 1-800-262-9703
Email: sales@amer.com
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